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0. introduction

In the surface structure of Chinese nominal modifiers (quantifiers,

determiners, adjectives, measure phrase, relative clause, etc.) may occur either

before or after a modified noun. In most of the transformational studies of

Chinese syntax (e.g. Cheng 1966; Hashimoto 1966; Mei 1972; Tai 1973; Teng 1974),

it has been assumed that such NP's have the underlying order of modifier + noun

(M-N, henceforth) with the variant surface order of noun + modifier (N-M, hence-

forth) being derived.

This paper, however, first argues that Chinese has the N-M order underlyingly,

and that the variant M-N order is due to an optional transformation that reorders

the N-M sequence. It is shown that the M-N hypothesis requires a set of complex

constraints on the rule postposing modifiers in order to account for various

surface patterns exhibited by NP's containing more than one modifier. It will

be argued that in the N-M hypothesis proposed here various surface patterns can

best be accounted for by constraining the N-24 inversion rule to the following

effect; namely, it can apply to any NP, either a higher one or a lower one,

but only once within the domain of a possible complex NP.

Nominal modifiers in Chinese may also occur either before or after a verb.

As opposed to the recent proposal in which such modifiers are to be analyzed

as part of the VP (e.g. Li and Thompson 1974; Tai 1973; Teng 1974), this paper

also provides and motivates a transformation proposed here as modifier postposing.

It is shown that the recent proposal is inadequate because it provides no

syntactic and semantic evidence in support of such a hypothesis. It will be

argued that such modifiers can be best derived by undergoing a rule of modifier

postposing, moving a modifier from a prenominal position to a postverbal

position.

Copyright @D 1976 John Y. Hou
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1. Nominal Modifiers and Noun Phrases

1.1. M-N Hypothesis vs M-N Hypothesis

In Chinese nominal modifiers (determiners, quantifiers, adjectives, relative

clauses, etc.) can occur either before or after a modified noun. This is exemplified

in the following sets of sentences.

A. Quantifiers

(1) a. Qillan)A1 xiueshing laile. 'All of the students came.'

all student came

b. Xiue'sbeng givanliu lade.

student all came

v. !
(2) a. Melyige xiuesheng laile.

each student came

/
b. Xiuesbing meiyi4e laile.

student each came

(3) a. MOxie xiueah-eng laile.

some student came

-
b. Xiuesheng moxie laile.

student some came

(4) a. Henduo xiueshEng 141.1e.

many student came

b. Xiushing henduo laile.

student many came

. (5) a. Yibaigi xiueshing leile.
100 student came

b. Xiuesheng yibLge
student 100 came

B. Determiners

'Each of the students came.'

'Some students came.'

'Many students came.'

'One hundred students. came.'

(6) a. Neixie xiuesheng lade. 'Those students came.'

those student came

b. Xiuesbing neixie laile.

student those came

C. Adjective

/
(7) a. Tsungmingde xiuesheng laile.

intelligent student came

4

'The intelligent students came.'



b. Xiuesliang tsangminade laile.

student intelligent came

D. Measure Phrase
. de. . . d,

(8) a. Ershisueidade xiueshing laile. 'The twenty-year-old students

20- year -old student came came.'

. \ / \ k /.
b. Xiueshag ershisueidade laile.

student 20-year-old came

E. Relative Clause

. / - /
(9) a. Dal ylY anjing de xiuesheng laile. 'The students who wear

wear glasses rel. student came glasses came.'
.....

V
b. Xiushi.ng yianjaNmg de laile.

student wear glasses rel. came

There are ii. general two ways in which sentences (1)-(9) may be analyzed.

One way is to claim that nominal modifiers such as quantifiers, determiners,

adjectives, measure phrases, and relative clausese in prenominal positions as

shown in (la) -(9a) are underlying forms, and those in postnominal positions

as shown in sentences (lb) -(9b) are derived forms. Within this type of

analysis, on the one hand, in order to generate sentences (la) -(9a), a phrase

structure rule such as follows is needed.

(10) NP (M )+ N

where M = quantifiers,
determiners,
adjectives,

measure phrase,
relative clause, etc.

On the other hand, to derive sentences (lb) -(9b) from (la) -(9a) respectively,

an optional transformation that moves nominal modifier to a postnominal

position is also needed. The proposed M-N inversion transformation,can

be schematized as shown in (11).
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where M = quantifiers,
determiners,
adjectives,
measure phrase,
relative clause, etc.

The other possibility is that we can claim'that nominal modifiers

in postnominal positions as shown in (1b)-(9b) are underlying forms, and

those in prenominal positions as shown in (la) -(9a) are derived forms.

Within this type of analysis, on the one hand, in order to generate sentences

(Ib)-(9b), a phrase structure rule such as follows is needed:

(12)

NP N + (M)

where M = quantifiers,
determiners
adjectives,
measure, phrase,
relative clause, etc.

To derive sentences (la) -(9a) from (lb) -(9b) respectively, on the other

hand, a transformation that moves modfiers to a prenominal position such

as (13) is needed.

(13) N-M Inversion: NP[

1

M -T
_ZIP 2

2
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In the case of sentences containing one modifier, such as (la)-(9a),

these two analyses seem to be equally adequate, since both make correct

predictions about surface forms of modified NP in Chinese. Below I would like

to show how the proposed hypothesis that Chinese NP has N-M as the underlying

order, with M-N being derived, is preferable to the one that it has M-N as

the underlying order with N-M being derived. The proposed analysis is superior

because it does not need a set of complex constraints on the rule postposing

modifiers in accounting for various surface patterns exhibited by NP's

containing more than one modifier.

1.2. Noun Phrases Containing Twu Modifiers

This section provides a discussion on how the above two analyses can

handle cases where NP's containing two nominal modifiers. For the sake of

discussion, let us consider the following sets of sentences:

A. Quantifiers and Determiners

(14) a. ,Qivanbu xiuesheng nixie laile.
all student those came

% . . /
b. Nixie xlue/ sheng qivanbu laile.

those student all came

. /
enc. Xlueshg neixie qivaribu laile.

student those all came

d.*litianbU nixie xiud'she-ng lile.
all those student came

/
(15) a. Meiyige xiueshing neixie laile.

each student those came'

7

'All of those students came.'

'Each of those students
came.'



b. Neixie xiuesheng
those .student

- -
c. Xiuesheng neixie

student those

/
mev iyige laile.

each came

mgicflge lile.

each came

V
d. oNtiyige neixie xiuesheng laile.

each those student came

(16) a.
_ -

Nixie xiuesheng neixie laile.

some student those came

b. Neixie xit4sheng moxie 15.1e.

those student some came

c. Xiuesting neixie moxie lane.
student those some came

d. Moxie neixie xiuesheng laile.
some those student came

/
(17) a. Hendiio xiuesheng neixie laile.

many student those came

b. Neixie xiugshehg hghdtio
those student many came

- -
c. Xiuesheng neixie henduo laile.

student those many came

d. andiio nixie xiuesheng lile.
many those student came

v . -
(18) a. Yibaige xiuesheng

100 student

b. Neixie xiuesheng
those student

/ -
c. Xiuesheng neixie

student those

/

neixie laile.
those came

Yiblis3t llle.

100 came

V
yibaige la/ile.

100 came

-
d. Yibaige neixie xiuesheng laile.

100 those student, came

'Some of those students came.'

'Many of those students came.'

'One hundred of those students

came.'

B. Quantifiers and Adjectives

. \ . _ . /
(19) a. Qivanbu xiuesheng tsungmingde laile. 'All of the intelligent

all student intelligent came students came.'

b. Tsangmfngde xiuesheng qidanbil laile.

intelligent student all came

8



/ .
c. Xiuestiing tsungmingde qiusnbu laile.

student intelligent all came

/ \ .. / - /

d. sauanbu tsungmingde xiuesheng
,

laile.

all intelligent student came

./, , _
(20) a. MeQiyige xiuesheng tsungmingde la/ ile.

each student intelligent came

/ -
b. Tsiihgmingde xiuesheng

intelligent student

c. Xiusling tsungmingde
student intelligent

V /Ae
meiyig la/ne.
each came

/\
meiyige laile.

each came

v / -
d. eMeiyige tsungmingde xiuesheng la/ile.

each intelligent student came

(21) a. Movxie xiuesheng tsungmingde la/ile.

some student intelligent came

v /
b. Tsungmingde xiue/ sheng moxie laile.

intelligent student scme came

/ v
c. Xiuesheng tsungmingde moxie laile.

student intelligent some came

d. 14xie tsungmingde xiue'sfieng laile.

some intelligent student came

v - /

(22) a. Henduo xiuesheng tsungmingde laile.

many student intelligent came

/ -
b. Tsungmingde xiuesheng

intelligent student

I
c. Xiuesheng tsungmingde

student intelligent

V - /
henduo laile.

many came

/.
heN/ nduo laile.

many came

v - - I.

d. H enduo tsungmingde xiuesheng laile.

many intelligent student came

/ V .

(23) a. Yibaige xiuer.lheng tsungmingde la/ile.

100 student intelligent came

_ . / .. v . /

b. Tsungmingde xiuesheng yibaige laile.

intelligent student 100 came

/ - / N. V \ /
c. Xiuesheng tsungmingde yibaige laile.

student intelligent 100 came

N- V \ - / / - /

d. Yibaige tsungmingde xiuesheng laile.

100 intelligent student came

9

7

'Each of the intelligent

students came.

'Some of the intelligent

'Many of the intelligent

'One hundred of the intelligent

students came.'



C. Quantifiers and Relative Clauses

/ \

(24) a. Qivanbu xiuesheng dai

all student wear

yianjing de laile.

glasses rel. came

\ /
b. Dai yianjing de xiuesheng qivanb\ ti

wear glasses rel. student all

\ v \ /

c. Xtue/ sheng dai yianjing de qivanbu

student wear glasses rel. all

/ \ /
d. *Qivanbu

\
dai yianjing de xiuesheng

all wear glasses rel. student

/ . / ..,,

(25) a. Meif iyige xiueshing dai yianjing de

each student wear glasses rel.

\ V v \

b. Dai yianjing de xiuesheng meiyige

wear glasses 'rel. student each

Xiuesheng dai ylanjing de 4iyige
. - v Y \

student wear glasses rel. each
c.

ve /\
d. Meiyige dal

each wear

yi / -
anjing de xiuesheng

glasses rel. student came

laile.

came

laile.

came

laile.

came

laile.
came

laile.
came

laile.
came

laiae.

. / V
(26) a. Mov xie xiuesheng dai yianjing de laile.

some student wear glasses rel. came

V . -
b. Dai yianjing de xiuesheng Aae

wear glasses rel. student some

. /
c. Xluesheng

student

dai yianjing de moxie

wear glasses rel. some

V N
d. Moxie dai

some wear
yianjing de xiuesheng
glasses rel. student

/
(27) a. Henduo xiuesheng dai yianjing de

many student wear glasses rel. came

laile.

came

laile.
came

laile.
came

laile.

b. Dai yianjing de xiuesheng hndito

wear glasses rel. student many

/ \ V
c. Xiueshng dai yianjing de hndt-io

student . wear glasses rel. many

v -
\*d. N nduo dal yianjing de xiuesheng

many wear glasses rel. student

\ v tS N. V
(28) a. Yibaige xiuesheng dai yianjing de

100 student wear glasses rel. came

laile.

came

/.
lalle.

came

/.
laile.
came

'All of the students
Who wear glasses
came.'

'Each of the students
who wear glasses
came.'

'Some of the students
who wear glasses
came.'

'Many of the students
who wear glasses

came.'

laile. 'One hundred of the
students who wear
glasses came.'

b. Dai

wear

v /
yianjing de xiuesheng ylbalge lalle.

glasses rel. student 100 came

10



-
c. Xinesheng dai

student wear

1/4

d. Yibaige dai
100 wear

\ v
yianjing de yibaige

glasses rel. 100

yianjing de xiuesheng

glasses rel. student

D. Quantifiers and Measure Phrases:

/
(29) a. Qivanbu xiuesheng erlhisuidade

_/__

all student 20- year -old

b. EstiLiltde xiu4shing ciitianikt lade.
20-year-old student all came

/ \ /
c. Xiuesheng ershisuidade4; qivanbU laile.

student 20-year-old all cause

/
d. pivanbu ershisuidade xiueSSing

all 20-year-old student came

/\
(30) a. Meiyige xiuesheng ershisuidade laile. 'Each of the 20-year-old

each student 20-year-old came students came.'

lane.
came

laile.

came

'All of the 20-year-old
students came.'

\ / \ \ /
b. Ershisuidade xiuesheng

20-year-old ,student

. . / \ \
c. Xiueshing ershisuidade

student 20-year-old

meiyige lane.
each came

,/

meiyige laile.
each came

q. /\ \ /
d. sMelyige ershisdidade xiuesheng lane.

each 20-year-old student came

V - , /

(31) a. Maxie xluesheng ershisuidade laile.

some student 20-year-old came

/
b. Ershisdidade xiueshing mo\de xie laile.

20-year-old student some came

- \ /
c. Xiuesheng ershisuidade moxie laile.

student 20-year-cad some came

v - N \ /
d, Moxie ershisuidade xiuesheng laile.

some 20-year-old student came

/
(32) a. Henduo xiuesheng ershisuldade laile.

many student 20-year-old came

/ - _
b. Ershisuidade xiuesheng henduo laile.

20-year-old student many came

Xiuesheng ershlsuidade henduo laile.
student 20-year-old many came

y /
d. Henduo ershisuidade xiue/sheng laile.

many 20-year-old student came

11

'Some of the 20-year-old
students came.'

'Many of the 20-year-old
students cane.'
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(33) a. Yibaige xiuesheng ershisuidade lane. 'One hundred of the 20. ,

100 student 20-year-old came year-old students came.'

b. EXsidstlidde xiuesheng yibzii.ie 1411e.

20-year-old student 100 came

/ / v /

c. Xiueshag ershisuidade yibaige laile.
student 20-year-old 100 came

d. 'Yibai4;
v

ershisUidade xiugshing
100 20 -year -old student came

A close examination of sentences (14)-(33) shows that the acceptable and

unacceptable sentences fall into the following patterns:

(34) a. EMIF N M2 :le :]Np e.g. (14a) - (33a)

2 1

b.11 rm2 N :lp MI Ildp (14b) - (33b)

2 " 1

c. L 1...N M M1
P

(14c) - (33c)

NP
2

NP1

d. *EM
1
LM

2
N -I

NP
2

--NP
1

(14d) - (33d)

1.2.1. M-N Hypothesis

Let us first see how the M-N hypothesis can account for the above

patterns. Taking the position that the underlying order for Chinese NP is

M-N, with N-M being derived by the M-N inversion transformation, then the

modified NP in (14), for example, will have the following underlying structure:

( 35)

qivanbu
all

NP
1

neixie
those

12

NP
2

ip

xiustighg
student
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Given a structure like (35), in order to derive (14a, b, c)-(33a, b, 0, but

to block (14d) -(33d), a set of complex constraints on the rule of M-N inversion

r-
are needed. First, in order to yield the formL_ Mil N M2 -

--INP TINy
(e.g.

(14a)-(33a)), it is necessary to constrain the rule of M-N inversion so that

only the lower NP (NP2) can be affected. Second, in order to yield the form

Fr" N 1 M (e.g. (14b)-(33b)), it is necessary to constraint 2 NP
2

1 NP1

the rule so that only the higher NP (NP1) can be affected. Third, to yield the

FformLi N M .4q132 Mi (e.g. (14c)-(33c)) but to taockl r- N-1 ]
tr41-142 NP2 Npl

(e.g. (14d)-(33d)) it is necessary to constrain the rule so that both the higher

and lower NP's (NP
1
and NP

2
) can be affected. The first constraint, according

to which only the lower NP can be affected by the rule, suggests that the M-N

inversion in Chinese is an 'upward bound' rule (Ross 1967:146). However, such

a proposal is not valid because it contradicts the second constraint, according

to which only the higher NP can be affected by the rule. In other words, the

second constraint suggests that the M-N inversion obeys the lit-overLA' principle

(Chomsky l73:235). According to this principle, the rule of M-N inversion

would allow only the maximum NP to be chosen to account for cases such as t14b)-

(33b). Again, this proposal is not valid either because if the rule of M-N

inversion in Chinese were to obey the 'A- over -A' principle, then it would fail

to explain cases such as (14a)-(33a) where the lower NPs are affected by the

rule. The third constraint, according to which both higher and lower NPs

(NP
1
and NP

2
) can be affected by the rule, suggests that the proposed U -N

inversion obligatorily applies to every representation that satisfies its

structural description. However, such a proposal is not valid either because

It does not hold for cases like (14a, b)-(33a, b), according to which only

one of the NP's can be affected by the rule,

13

.11MINMILIMMI.
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The major difficulty in this analysis is the problem of how the rule

of M-N inversion can be adequately constrained so that only the well-formed

sentences can be generated. A close examination of (34) demonstrated that

there is a significant relationship between the well-formedness of sentences

and the selection of the NP's to which the rule of M-N inversion can apply.

On the one hand, a sentence is will-formed if either oneLoi both NP's is

affected by the rule. On the other hand, a sentence is ill-formed if none of

the NP's is affected by the rule. This clearly suggests that the rule of M -N

inversion cannot be interpreted as an optional rule to account for sentences

whose NP's containing two modifiers such as (14)-(33). Rather, it must be

obligatory in one case, and it must be optional in the other. In other words,

to a-z.count for cases (14c)-(33c) but to block (14d) -(33d), the rule of M-N

inversion applies to all the NP's (NP1 and NP2) that satisfies its structural

description. On the contrary, to account for cases such as (14a, b)- (33a, b),

the same rule obligatorily applies to one of the NP's leaving the other NP

unaffected. This means that after the rule of M-N inversion has operated on

one of the NP's, the same rule is optionally applied, to the other. For example,

in order to derive (14a) from (35) we can make the rule of M-N inversion

obligatorily apply to NP2 but leaving NP1 unaffected by saying that after the

rule has applied to NP2 the same rule is optionally applied to NP1. To sum

up, in order to account for the well -formedness on cases like (14)-(33), the

proposed M-N inversion rule as in (11) must be somehow reformulated in the

following fashion:

(36) X Y M Z N
NP 2 0 4 5-1-3 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Conditions: (i) obligatory if 2 or 4 contains M M = quantifiers,

(ii) optional otherwise determiners,

(iii) W does not contain an NP adjectives,
measure phrase,

relative clause

14 etc.
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The problem in (36) is that the constraints on the rule of M-N inversion

is so complex that it would greatly complicate the grammar. Another factor

argues against the M-N hypothesis is that starting out with a sequence such

as 541 [112 N 10 in the underlying structure is syntactically unmotivated

since a structure as such never occurs in the surface.

It has been argued in this section that Chinese sentences whose NP's

containing two modifiers cannot be explained with an 14-14 sequence underlyingly

unless certain highly complex constraints are implemented into the grammar.

Below I will argue that various sruface patterns can be nicely accounted for

with an N-M sequence without positing complex constraints on the rule.

1.2.2. N-M Hypothesis

Starting out with a N-M sequence as the underlying order, the

modified NP in (14) will have the following underlying structure:

( 37)

1

Nr
2 1

NP M2

iN

xiuesheng neixie qivanbu

student those all

Three facts should be noticed here. First, a structure like (37) is a mirror

image of (35) . Consider:

(38) a. NP1 b. NP
1

"1

NP

N N

15
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Second, the selection of the NP's to which the rule inversing modifiers and

nouns of these two structures are in complementary distribution. For example,

to derive (14a) within the M-N hypothesis, it is necessary to apply the rule

of M-N inversion to NP
2
but not to NP1, whereas in this analysis the rule of

N-M inversion must affect Nip, but not NP2. To obtain (14b) within the M-N

hypothesis, it is necessary to apply the rule of M-N inversion to NP1 but not

to NP2, whereas in this analysis it is necessary to-apply the rule of N-M

inversion to NP
2

but not to NP1. To obtain (14c) within the M-N hypothesis,

it is necessary to apply the rule of M-N inversion to both NP1 and NP2,

whereas in this analysis none of the NP's is affected by the rule of N-M

inversion. Third, the acceptability of (14a, b)- (33a, b) and the unacceptability

of (14d) -(33d) are related to the selection of the NP's to be affected by the rule

Of N-M inversion; namely a sentence is well-formed if only one NP is

affected by the rule within the domain of a complex NP. Otherwise a sentence

is ill-formed. Consider the following table:

(39)

surface form

[MIEN M2 ---113
2
NP

1

[EM2 N NP
2

M1 3NP
1

[EN M 1 M 1
2 -NP

2
1 -NP

1

M1L M2 N-1
-NP

1

2
-/qP1

sentence

NP's are affected
by the N -ti inversion well-formedness

(14a-33a) NP
1

- well- formed

(14b-33b) NP
2

well-formed

(14c-33c) 0 (generated by phrase
structure rules in
the base)

well-formed

(14d-33d) NP1, NP
2

ill-formed
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The above demonstrates that we can account for the well-formedness of

(14a, b, c, d) -(33a, b, c, d) by constraining the rule of N-M inversion in

such a way it can apply to any NP, either a higher one or a lower one, but

only once within the domain of a possible complex NP.
1

In other words, in

the following underlying structure:

(40) NP

/132\ 1

NP

N

The rule of N -M inversion can apply to either NP1 or NP2, but only one of them

can be affected. For example, if NP1 is chosen, then NP2 cannot be chosen;

and if NP
2

is chosen, then NP
1
cannot be chosen. The proposed constraint on

the rule of N.44 inversion can be summarized as follows:

(41) N-M inversion can apply to any NP that satisfies its

structural description but only once within the domain
of a possible complex NP.

Comparing this analysis based on our N-M hypothesis with the one based

on the M-N hypothesis, we conclude that the former is more desirable than the

latter because it provides a nice account of various surface patterns without

positing highly complex constraints on the rule.

1.3. NP's Containing Three Modifiers

Another set of sentences that provide support for the proposed N-M

hypothesis is to be found in the following:

1 7
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/ \ / \ \ V \ 4
(42)a. Qivanbu xiueshing neixie dai yianjinq de la.ule. 'All'of those

all student those wear glasses rel. came students who
wear glasses
came.'

/ - / .

b. E el yianjing de xiuesheng nixie qivanbu 14ile.

wear glasses rel. student those all came.

c. Nhxle xiuesheng dli yianjing de qitlanbia llile.

those student wear glasses rel. all came

d. Xiuesheng nixie Ai
student those wear

e. Dk yianjing de
wear glasses rel.

ylanjing de qitianbli

glasses rel. all came

ntjeximgshing qiianbu laile.
those student all came

f. gitlanbi: neixie xiuesheng dai yianjing de leftle.

all those student wear 'glasses rel. came,

g. gitlanbu di
all wear

h. oitian8u cl\ai

all wear

V
yianjing de
glasses rel.

yianjing de
glasses rel.

- /
xiuesheng neixie laile.

student those came

neixie xiuesheng
those student came

1.3.1. M-N Hypothesis

Let us first take a look at how the proposed M-N hypothesis can handle

sentences above. Starting out with a M-N sequence underlyingly, NP in (42)

will have the following underlying structure:

(43)

M1

givanbu
all

NP

nixie
those

,,NP

dpi yianjing de
wear glasses rel.

18

NF

,N -
xiuesheng
student



For the sake of convenience, consider the patterns as exhibited in (42):

(44) a. IMH N M
3 -NP

3
M2 ---10

2
-LP

1

1

b. r5,4: N M3 11Np M1-./2 1113

c* 411;13 N --/NP3 M2 -11NP M1 .]N133.
2

M1
-1d.

ti

M3M
2

-1
-NP2 -1 -INF).

e *EL-142E M3 N lip M1 imp
r3 2 "

NP Mo
3 ` "'2 1

g. N M3
NP

3
-NP

2
'NP1

M3 N
NP NP NP

r-
f. *_14

11-

M
3

E
M2T:

h. E
MlE

M2[
3 2 1

e.g. (42a)

(42b)

(42c)

(42d)

(42e)

(42f)

(42g)

(42h)

and the table indicating the relationships between the well-forvedness of the

sentences and the selection of the NP's to which the rule of M-N inversion

can apply.

(45)

surface form

{rmE N M3 1 .M -1
1 -NP

3
2 -NP

2
NP

1

UMFN M3qp
3
-NP2 Mi ]NP1

[53 N.11p3 M2:1p
2

il1 :1Np1

M -1 M2
-1

3 -NP
3

2 P2 1 --NP1

.E Nr: M3 N ]NP3 41132 Ml -1Np]

f- 14 N M
1- 3 NP

3
M2 'NP

2
NP

1

17

NP's are
affected by
the M-N

NP's are not
affected by
the M-N

inversion inversion well -

sentence rule rule formedness

e.g.(42a) NP2, NP
3

NP1 well-formed

(42b) NP1, NP
3

NP
2

well-formed

(42c) NP1, NP
2

NP
3

well-formed

(42d) NP1, NP2, NP3 0 well-formed

(42e) NP
1

NP2, NP3 ill-formed

(42f) NP
2

NP1, NP3 ill-formed

19



_1 _) _flt

L M 2E N m
3 NP -4n?

3 2 1

r r-
m 1TM N

1- 2- 3 -VP
3

-NP2 -NP
1

18

(42g) NP
3 "19 NP2

ill-formed

(42h) (generated 0 ill-formed

by phrase
structure rules

in the base)

The above table demonstrate that in order to derive well-formed sentences

(e.g. 42 a, b, c, d), but to blo& ill- formed ones (e.g. 42 e, f, g, h), a

number of complex constraints on the rule of M-N inversions are needed.

First, to derive the formir C[N
-1

ml M2 1p Mi j1) (e.g. 42d) but to

2 1

block the form *E M1[_M . M _L
1

r-

142-
3

11
--NP

qip
1

(e.g. 42h) it is necessary

3

to constrain the rule of M-N inversion so that it must apply to every Np,moving

Ml, M2, and M3 to a postnominal position. Second, to obtain the form

074 N M3 NP3 71mp 1p (e.g. 42a),[: 5125N M3:1114p MillNp

3 2 1 3 2 1

(e.g. 42b) II: 114 N M -1 M (e.g. 42c), but to block the forms
3 N P3 2 -14P2 1 P1

'L
Mel M3 N NP )N

M1 NP
(e.g. 42e) , 54

1-
m
3

N
-N

M 1 -1
P
3

2-NP --NP
3 1 2 1

r- -t 1 -1
1

(e.g. 42f), and *1_ ,Mil e-
N I

3
(e.g. 42g), it is necessary

NP
3

NP
2
-NP

1

to constrain the rule so that it must apply to every NP that satisfies its

structural description but at least one of those NP's must not be affected

by the rule.

The above demonstrates not only that our analysis based on the M-N

hypothesis is not desirable because of the complication involved with the

derivation, but also that, if sentences like (42a-42d) are assumed to have

an underlying structure like (43), then the only way to derive these sentences

but to block (42e -42h), is to implement a set of complex constraints as in (36)

on the rule of M-N inversion, thereby complicating the grammar. For example,

20
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to derive (42a), the rule of M-N inversion obligatorily applies to NP2 and NP3

but optionally to NP1. On the other hand, to derive (42d), the same rule

obligatorily applies to NP1, NP2, and NP3. Constraints as such, as I have

argued earlier, is not desirable because it would greatly complicate the grammar.

1.3.2. N-M Hypothesis

Following the N-M hypothesis proposed earlier, starting out with a

N-M sequence the modified NP in (42) will have the following underlying

structure:

(46) NP1

/1P3

xiugshehg dal yianjing e
student wear glasses rel.

1

neixie qillanbt

those all

It is relatively easy to show that previously proposed constraint as in

(41) on the rule of N-M inversion holds here. In order to demonstrate that

we have to show that the significant relationship between the well-formedness

of sentences of (42) and the selection of the NP's to which the rule of N-M

inversion can apply hold cases like (42). Consider the following table:

(47)

surface form

NP's are NP's are not
affected by affected by
the N-M the N-M
inversion inversion well-

sentence rule rule formedness

rrF-N M3 -NP
3

M2 -'NP2 =LP
1

e.g. (42a) NP1 NP2, NP3

ti2
[ N (42b) NP

2
HP

19
NP

3[ JNP
3

JNP
2

.61

well-formed

well-formed



a5I3 NNP
3

M2 NP
2

M17"INP1

E[1:1 M32NP3 M2

20

(42c) NP
3

NP1, NP
2

well-formed

(42d) 0 (generated by well-formed
phrase struc-
ture rules in
the base)

41;11M3 N711Np --L M1
(42e) NP2, NP

3
NP

1
ill-formed

3 2

sIE;111M3 N :43 M2TiNP21NP1
(42f) NP

1,
NP
3

NP
2

ill-formed

.[7143N_N M
3 -NP3

(42g) NP
1

NP
2

'NP
3

ill-formed

'EMI: M2r M3 N 13 114,3
2

1:61 (42h) NP
l'

NP
3

0 ill-formed

The above table demonstrates that there is a significant relationahip

between the well-formedness of sentences and the selection of the NP's to which

the rule of N-M inversion can apply. The fact is that the acceptability of

(42a, b, c, d) and the unacceptability of (42e, f, g, h) are related to the

selection of the NP's to which the rule of N-M inversion can apply. A sentence

is well-formed if one or no NP is affected by the rule. Otherwise a sentence is

ill-formed. This. clearly shows that the constraint on N-M inversion proposed

earlier as in (41) not only holds for cases whorl NP's containing two modifiers,

but also holds for cases whose NP's containing three modifiers such as (42).

The argument is that wa can account for the well-formedness of sentences (42a-d)

by constraining the rule of N-M inversion as in (41). For example, there is

only one NP chosen to which the rule of N-M inversion applies in the forms

[EMIL N M3 ::1Np 142:1Np NP ce.g. 42a) ,[ M
1

-liN133.

542: N M3 NP3 -NP2
3 2 1

(e.g. 42b)9 andLrL03 m2 :1p M1 :114p (e.g. 42c). Thus they are well-
: -1

3 2 1

formed. On the other hand, there are two NP's chosen to which the rule applies

in the forms M3 N -1 -1 M -1 (e.g 42e),Fr r
-NP -NP

3 2
1 --NE

2L
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r-
'L. LK* M3 N

3

M
2 NP

:1
.NP

(e.g. 42f) and 411 MI: M2L N
H3

qgp
2 1 3 2 1

(e.g. 42g). Thus they are ill-formed, Similarly, there are thxee NP's chosen

r-
to which the rule applies in the form *L MIL._ M2[ M3 N ]NP

3 2 1

(e.g. 42h). Thus it is ill-formed.

Comparing this analysis based on our N-M hypothesis with the one based on

the 161,-N hypothesis, we can conclude again, that the former is more desirable

because it provides a nice account of various surface patterns without positing

complex constraints on the rule.

1.4. NP's Containing Four Modifiers

Another set of sentences that provide further support for the proposed

N-M hypothesis is to be found in the following:

v \ /
(48)a. Qiiianbii xilieshe'ng ,Ai mai= de .cli yianjing de -4-au de laile.

all student wear hat re. wear glasses rel. tall rel. came

'All of the tall students who wear hats who wear glasses came.'

e \ . \ ./ \ / \ /
b. aude xiuesheng dai mauz de dai yianjing de qivanbu laile.

tall student wear hat rel.wear glasses rel. all came

..,. V \ / \ / \ 4
c. Dal yianjing de xiuesheng dai mauz de gl'Ude qivanbu lalle.

wear glasses rel. students wear hat rel. tall all came

d. Dai mauz de xiu6shing dAi yianjing de gude gidanbil lile.

wear hat rel. student wear glasses rel. tall all came

e. Xiu6shing ai muz de .cli yilljing de (dalde gidani;U 111e.

student wear hat rel. wear glasses rel. tall all came

f. alide cli yianjing de Ai muz de xiugsheng giliantll laile.

tall wear glasses rel. wear hat rel. student all came

/ . . y " .
g. Qivanbu dai yianjing de ai muz de xiushing 45Ude laile.

all wear glasses rel. wear hat rel. student tall came

/ \ \ /
h. Qivanbu ggUde dAi mauz de xiudiShgng dai yianjing de laile.

all tall wear hat rel. student wear glasses rel. came

i. Qivanbu gaude (.1i
all tall wear

j. Oillant:U gaude dai
all tall wear

yianjing de xiue/sheng dai mauz de lile.
glasses rel. student wear hat rel. came

yianjing de dli mauz de xiue'sliEhg 1.411e.

glasses rel. wear hat rel. student came.



1.4.1. M-N Hypothesis

Starting out with a M-N sequence the underlying

the NP in (48) will be something like the following:

(49)

Ml

qivanbu
all

NP

NP2

M
2

M TP4

M
4

NP

\ V \
gllide dai mauz de dai yianjing de xiu4shing

tall wear hat rel. wear glasses rel. student

Consider the table indicating the sentence patterns as exhibited by

sentence (48) as in (ISO)

(50)a. [ [141E. N
M 4 NP M3

M3 ZINP3
M2 --NP

2
1P

1

,Y7 -1
--,

b. ....' L_M2L N M4 -N1 P
4

M 3 IIF
'3

--INP2 " 1 -NP
1

Clr [543 N INP3 MitIF
'

NP
2

M2 P 1 ]NP

d.[IFICM4 N qIP M 3 1
4

NP
3

M2 IIP
2

M1 1NP
1

e. f [ FN m
4

NP M3
3

P
2

1 M I

3 -TIP
M
2

-1
M 1 TIN P1

f. sr [4_ M3[- M4 N :inr,

4

-.1 -1 -1
'P
3

-14P
2

M1 -11P
1

g. IE[m)[ Di
3
c m

4 N glP
4

-NP
3

M2 7-114P
2
11P

1

F
4

M3 qIP P ]h. L..mic DI m
4

N
2r

1
--N

3
qI

2
NP

1

i. MI: M N
M4 NP4 --INP

3
NP2 _iNP

1

j E. Mf: ml: m3E M4 N 11,,,.. _.t,o 1. 1
4 '3 '2 "L-1

2 4,
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and the table indicating the relationships between the well-formedness of

sentence and the selection of NP's to which the rule of M-N inversion can

apply as in (51).
NP's are

(51) NP's are not
affected by affected

M-N Inver- by M-N well -

surface forms sentences sion Inversion formedness

N M
NP. 3 NP

3
2 -NP

2

(48a)
1

well -
CL

formed
M M -1 NP NP NP

NP
4

[[[M2E N M M MI:1Np
4

3 P
3 2

1 aP1 3
NP well -

2 formed
(48b) NP

!

3
N

NP
3

M4 -NP M2 -NP
2

(48c) NP1, NP2, NP
3

well-

NP
4

formed

EEM N-1
M3

M I M --] NP
44 -P 3 NP

3
2 NP I NP

1

(48d) NP1, well -

4 2 formed
NP

3

fr [EN m
4

m
3

1 , . t
4
:i MI

N
_..,

NP NP2 P
1

(48e) NP1, 0 well -

4 formed
NP3,

[[Mf-
M3E M4 N -.11 71 I

P NP Ml
(48f) NP

1
ill.

4 3
NP

4
I NP

1 formed
4

.1)211- M3E M4 N --NP -'NP 142 "1NP :Ile (48g) NP
2

NP1, ill.

4 3 2 1

f-- r

formed
NP

4

*TM PIJ: M
N

4
I

14 I
-N 3

(46h) NP NP NP in-NP -P IP
P4 3

N
2 1

3 1' 2'
formed

NP
4

'1.2 MI: M2- N M -I
I (48i) NP

4
NP1, NP2, ill.

4 -7 NP NP
4 3

-NP
2

-NP
1 formed

NP3

-t

[.. I M M N
1--- 1 1 -. I

NP
ri (48j) (generated 0 ill.

_

3- 4 *
'4

-NP
3 2

NP
1 by phrase formed

structure
rules in
the base)

2J
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What the above table demonstrates are the following. Firsts in order to

derive the forrn[[[51 M4 lip M3 :11Np 141 4p
4'

DNp (e.g. 48e) from (49)
4 3 2 1

but to block the form CMF M M4 N]r- 2- NP4 NP
3

.41132 "IP (e.g. 48j),/
1

it is necessary to constraint the rule of M-N inversion so that it zr.ust apply to

every NP, moving M1, M2, M3, M4 to the postnominal position. Second, in order

to derive the forrTEr N M4 RIP
4

M3 q1P
3

m2 :NP
2

:INP
1

(e.g. 48a) ,

N M4 ri
3 -INP3 1:\.1P2 MI P (e.g. 48b),11[EM 32- 1

M4 44 MI, :]Np 1411.e4eg. 4801111514 N I,
M3

lip
r4 c 2 "1 r4 .) 3

2 2

e(e.g.48d), [LF5 M4 NP M3 -11Np M2 qp
2

M

1
1, ( .g. 48e), but to

4 3 "rl

block the forms *E[ E F Tlm 7.1 1 (e.g. 48f) ,
m2- m3 M4 N AvP

4
NP3 NE'2 ml JNP

1

[[4:11 M3L. M4 N ]NP qp M2 __INp Jwp (e.g. 48g), [ [M1E M2E M4 N 19p
4 3 2 1 4

M IP3
JNP

2
IP

1
(e.g. 48h) , and M M M N M 1

3 1- 2- 3- 4 -NP 4- P2--jNP
1

(e.g. 48i), it is necessary to constrain the rule so that it must apply to

every NP that satisfies its structural description, but leaving at least one

NP unaffected by the rule.

Again, what the above demonstrates is that sentences whose NP's containing

four modifiers cannot be nicely accounted for under the M-N hypothesis unless

certain highly complex constraints on the rule of M-N inversion are implemented

into the grammar as in (36). Below I will show cases like (48), however,

can be nicely accounted for under the N-M hypothesis.

1.4.2. 11-M Hypothesis

Let us take a look at how the sentences containing four modifiers

as in (48) can be accounted for within the N-M hypotheSis. Starting out

26



with a N-M sequence, the modified.NP in (48a) will have the following structure:

(52) NP

NP3
la

NP

N

N
1

M
4

4

'I
xiuesheng dal yianjing de dli tauz de gNude
student wear glasses rel. wear hat rel. tall

M1

qiu/anbu
all

Again, it is relatively easy to show that the proposed constraint as in

(41) also holdsherft. In order to show that (41) is capable of accounting for

cases such as (48), it is necessary to demonstrate the relationship between

the well -fromedness of sentences and the selection of NP's to which the rule

of N-M inversion can apply. Consider the following tablet

(53)

25

NP's are
NP's are not
affected affected
by N-M by N-M well-

surface form sentence Inversion Inversion formedness

[NI N M411= M3 M2-jNP
2
7113

1

(48a) NP1 NP2, NP3, . well-

NF
formed

4

M4
-NP4

M3
3

3 -NP3 IP2 M
1 -LP

(48b) NP
2 NP1, NP

3'
well-

NP
4

1
formed

[[[[N3 N --)NP M4NP M2 M2 -INP
2

"1 4113
(48c) NP

3
NP

l'
NP2, well-

3 1 formed
NP
4

ffl[114 N :LP M3T1NP
3

M2 44P
2

M1 -NP
(48d) NP

4
NP

l'
NP2, well-

4 1 formed
NP

3

27
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[al M -1N 11 -1 M J
1 ,..(.448e)

generated 0
4 P 3 P 2 -NP 1 NP

well -

4

M
3

M
2 by the formed

base rule
: -

4[114
MI M4 N TINP

4
11NP

3
11P

2
M1 1P (48f) NP2 9 NP3 9 NP

1
ill-
farmed

NP
4

r
(48g) NPi, NP, NP ill-

°L. :Ml- Mi M4 N 1.1113 ]NP3 M2 NP NPJNP 2
4 1 formed

NP
4

JIMIT M2[ M
4 N 11 M

1 -1 ]NP (48h) NP3., NP2, NP
3

ill -

4
3 -NP

3
NP P

2 1 formed
NP
4

r- T-

4_ MI MJM L.N M4 I 1 l] (48i) NP3., NP2, NP
4

ill-
4
__

3 P
4

NP
3
-NP

2
NP

1 formed
NP

3

r 1-1
- 1-

r
M M

2- a- 4 N __IN
P
4
-NP

3
NP

2
P
1

(48j) NP NP (d 0 ill-
formed

NP3, NP4

The above shows that there is a significant relationship between the well-

formedness of sentences and the selection of the NP's to which the rule of N-M

inversion can apply. The acceptability of (48a, b, c, d, e) and the unaccepta-

bility of (48f, g, h, i, j) clearly show that the well-formedness of sentences

are related to the selection of the NP's to which the rule of N-M inversion can

apply. A sentence is well-formed if either one or no NP chosen for the rule

of N-M inversion to apply. Otherwise a sentence is ungrammatical. This

clearly shows that the proposed constraint as in (41) not only holds for sentence

whose NP's containing two and three modifiers, but also holds for sentences

whose NP's containing four modifiers such as (48). The argument is that we

can account for the well-formedness of (48) in the following way. For example,

there is either one or no NP chosen to which the rule applies in the forms

MFN M M m
rrr

(e.g. 48a) ,LL N M4 .111p
1- 4 -NP

4
3 P3 2 -NP

2
NP

1 4

M M-1 (e.g. 48b) [TEM N 1 M 1 M M
3 NP

3
-NP

2
1 -NP1 L 3 -NP

3
4 -NP

4
2 -NP

2
1 NP

1

28



r
(e.g. 48c),i1L

f

_ LM:11 N-41p4 M3 -NP
3

M
I 1?

(e.g. 48d),
1

E[ELI m4 NP
44

14
3 NP

-1

M2

.
2 -6

2

27

1p (e.g. 48e). Thus they are well -

1

formed. On the contrary, there are more than one NP chosen to which the rule

rF
applies in the forms iiM MFM N Mi:]Np (e.g. 48f)

L- 2- 3- 4
4 3 2 1

E__Ic M.
M4 NINP4 --1NP

3

INP (e.g. 48h),
3 P

3 2 1

(e.g. 48i), C miC mj: mj: N

M2 P
-1

NP
(e.g. 48g), o[*[[M7, M2L112 "1

[ MC M N M4 7.10 -.1mp :]Np
1 3 4 3 2 1

N 11134 ;IP
3
:1NP

2
.311P

1

(e.g. 48j).

This section together with section 1.1., 1.2., and 1.3. has been an attempt

to argue against a M-N sequence, but for a N-M sequence as the underlying order

for a modified NP in Chinese.' The argument has been twofold: on the one

hand, it has been demonstrated that various surface patterns of NP's containing

more than one modifier cannot be adequately accounted for within the M.N hypothesis,

since it complicates the grammatical description by requiring a set of complex

constraints on the rule of M-N inversion; on the other hand, it has been shown

that such patterns can best be accounted for within the N-M hypothesis, since

it simplifies the grammitical description by constraining the rule of N-M

inversion in such a way that it can apply to any NP, either a higher one, or

a lower one, but only once within domain of a possible complex NP.

2. Preverbal Nominal Modifier

2.1. Preverbal N:linal Modifiers

In Chinese nominal modifiers can occur in preverbal position. Consider:

A. Quantifiers

(54)a. Xitieshag givanbu lade. 'All of the students came.'

student all came

29



b.

(55) a.

b.

(56) a.

b.

(57) a.

b.

(58) a.

b.

(06anyu) xiuesheng, qivanbu
As for student all

/ v. / /
Xiuesheng meiyige laile.
student each came

laile.

came

(Ganyu) xiueshing, meiyige 16.1e.
As for student each came

Xiu4Sheng m&ia 16.1e.
student some came

(Guany(1) xiugshEng, moxie lade.
As for student some came

Xiuesheng hdhefo 1411e.
student many came

(GUanyix) xiuesheng, henduo
as for student many

Xiuesheng yibAge
student 100 came

laile.
came

(6.-.1-any6 xiuesheng, yibaige laile.

as for student 100 came

B. Determiners

C.

(59) a. Xiuesheng zheixie laile.

student these came

b. (GrianyG) xiuesheng, Zheixie

as for student these came

Adjective

(60) a. Xiueshing tsagmingde laile.
student intelligent came

b. (GiranyU) xiuesheng, tsungmingde 1411e.
as for student intelligent came

D. ,Measure Phrase

(61) a. Xiuesheng ershisuidade laile.
student 20-year-old came

..
b. (Guanyu) xiuesheng, ershisuidade laile.

as for student 20-year-old came

E. Relative Clause

V
(62) A. Xiuesheng, dai yianjing de

student wear glasses rel.

30

laile.

came

28

'As for the students, all
of them cane.'

',Each of the students came.'

'As for the students, each
of them came.'

'Some of the students came.'

'As for the students, some
of them came.'

'Many of the students came.'

' As for the students, many
of them came.'

00,Ae hundred of the students
came.'

'As for the students, one hundred
of them came.'

'These students came.'

'As for the students, these
came.'

'The intelligent students
came.'

'As for the students, the
intelligent ones came.'

'The twenty-year-old students

came.'

'As for the students, the
20-year-old ones came.'

'The students who wear

glasses came.'



/.
b. (Guanyu) xlues/ heng, dal yianjing de laile.

as for student wear glasses rel. came

29

'As for the students,

the ones who wear
glasses came.'

2.2. Preverbal Nominal Modifiers and Topicalization

In Hou (1974a) I propose that in Chinese there is a topicalization

transformation which moves NP's to the front of a sentence as schematized

in (63).

(63) X NP Y s> 2

1 2 3

# E 1 0 3

This transformation relates (a), (b) and (c) in the following sentences:

(64)a. Xiuesheng laile.

student came

b. (Glianytf) xiueshEhg, lile.
as for student came

/
(65)a. Xiuesheng maile shu.

student bought book

V:
b. (Guanyu) xiuesheng, maile

as for student bought book

c. (GUanyt1) sha, xidshgng
as for book student bought

'The students came.'

'As for the students, they came.'

'The students bought the books.'

'As for the
the books.

'As for the
bought.'

students, they bought

books, the students

We can account for (54b)-(62b) by reformulating the proposed rule of topicalization

so that it can either move the whole noun phrase to the front of a sentence or

move only the noun, leaving the modifier behind. The reformulation of topica-

lization can be schematized as in (66).

(66) Topicalization:

SD: X N M
--1NP

410.1 INM

1 2 3 4

SC: (a) 2 3 #
SL

1 0

(b) 2 #
SL 1 CI 3

3i

4

0 4

M = Quantifiers,
Determiners,
Adjectives,
Measure Phrase,
Relative Clause, etc..
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Thus, we can derive (5 b) in the following fashion:

(67)

/
N

ixiugs Ehg
student

/I \
qivanbu laile

all came

NP

P

11P

M

xiushgng gide:1:13U laile

student all came

However, this analysis is inadequate because there are topicalized

sentences in Chinese whose structure cannot be derived from the application of

movement transformation. For example, the following topicalized sentences

have no non-topicalized counterparts.

(68) Hua meiguei hLkn. 'As for flowers, roses are most

flower rose most beautiful beautiful.'

(69) Jiaoyu Max bu ton/gyi Russell. 'As for education, Max does agree

education not agree with Russell.

/ \,
(70) YuV uelanxi yufa zue. lamming. 'As for linguistics, syntax is

linguistics syntax mst popular most popular.'

V /
(71) Hai Talpingyang 'As for ocean, the Pacific is the

ocean Pacific Ocean most large largest.'

(72) Jungguo Max xihviin kaoya. 'As for Chinese food, Max

Chinese food like roast duck likes roast duck.'

2.3. Teng's Analysis

Teng (1974) suggests that sentences such as (54:)-(62o) are double nominative

constructions and are to be generated directly by phrase structure rules in the

base. That is, the noun in the initial position and the noun and nominal

modifier in preverbal position are both nominatives in the underlying structure.

In other words, both are interpreted as topics. For example, (54b) will have

the following underlying structure in Teng's framework:
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(73)

, I ...-

xiuesheng qi6anbu xiudsheng
student all student

laile

came

31

In order to derive (54b) from a structure like (73) Teng claims that the only

transformation needed is a rule deleting the repeated element--xiushEng 'student'

in NP
2

of S
2

yielding the correct surface form.

There are two factors that argue against Teng's proposal. The first concerns

the validity of the structure (73). In general an S can be dominated by a VP

as a complement as shown in (74).

(c) VP(74) (a) VP (b)

d)
V
///1

V NP PP S PP V S

(a), (b), and (c) are very common and can be found in many languages. For

example, (a) and (b) are found in English, whereas (a), (b), and (c) are found

in Chinese. However, in (73) we find that an S is immediately dominated by a

VP. That Teng suggests is that in the base there is a rule which says a VP

can be expanded as an S. Such a proposal is unjustified because there are

no evidence which indicate such a relation does exist in natural language.

Another factor against Teng's proposal concerns the placement of the negative

adverb bu 'not'. There is a general rule in Chinese which states that negative

adverb bu 'not' occurs before the verb except in the case of double nominative

construction, where bt1 'not' can occur either before a veth or before a noun

which is followed by a verb. For example, bu 'not' is placed before the verb in

a non-double nominative sentence such as (75).
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(75) a. Max xihuan M igwo
/

fan.

like American food

b. Max bu Xihuan Meigwo
not like American food

32

'Max likes Ameridan food.'

'Max does not like American
food.'

However, bu 'not' is placed either before the verb or before the noun in a

2
double nominative sentence such as (76).

(76) a. Max tou tengle.

head painful

/ /
b. Max tou bu

\
tengle.

head not painful

/ /
c. 'Max bu tou tengle.

not head painful

'Max has a headache.'

'Max does not have a headache.'

'Max does not have a head-
ache.'

As an illustration, consider sentences (54b)and (62b). If these sentences

were double nominatives, then their negative counterparts sho';ld be the

following:

/ . /
(77)a. Xiuesheng qivanbu

\
bu
\

laile.

student all not came

/ \ /
b. Xiuesheng bu

\
qivanbu laile.

student not all came

/ . \ \
(78)a. Xiuesheng dal yianjing de bu laile.

student wear glasses rel. not came

/ 4 V \ /
b. Xiuesheng bu dal ylanjing de laile.

student not wear glasses rel. came

'All of the students didn't
come.'

'Not all of the students

came.'

'The students who wear
glasses didn't come.'

'Students who didn't
wear glasses c me.'

Since the negative counterparts of (540)and (62b) are (77a) and (78a),

but not (77b) and (78b) respectively and since (77a) and (78a) and (77b) and

(78b) are not synonymous with each other, we must conclude the following:

sentences such as (54)-(62) are not double nominative constructions and they

should be derived from different logical structure.

2.4. The Underlying Structure of Topicalized Sentences: A Proposal

Based on the fact that all types of topicalized sentences such as

(54b)-(62b) and cases like (68)-(72) should be derived from the same kind of
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logical structure, I propose that sentences like (54b) has the following under-

3
lying structure:

(79)

Top

NP

/1
xiueshag

,.////student

xiu4hing
student

/1
qivanbu
all

VP

laile

came

To derive (54b) from (79), the only transformation we need is a rule that

deletes the repeated element--xiush&ng 'student'. There are three factors

arguing for this analysis. First, it provides a nice common source for all types

of the topicalized sentences by generating them directly in the base by phrase

structure rules. Second, it captures the semantic relation between the

notions such as topic and conment in a explicit manner. Third, it provides an

explanation for the relationship between a modified noun and its modifier.

That is, the close relationship between modifiers and nouns with which they

are associated is nicely explicated by treating them as clause mates in the

same constituent in the underlying structure.

3. Postverbal Nominal Modifiers

3.1. Postverbal Modifiers

Nominal modifiers in Chinese can also occur in postverbal position. This

is exemplified in (80)-(88).

A. Quantifier

/ \
(80)a. XiuestiEng givanbu laile.

student all came

b; Xiushag (litou), laile
student among came all

35

'All of the students came.'

'As for the students, all of
of them came.'



(81)a. Xiushang
student

b. Xiuesheng
student

/
(82)a. Xiuesheng

student

b. Xiuesheng
student

(83)a. Xiueshgng
-student

/
b. Xiuesheng

student

(84)a. Xiue/ sheng

student

Mg' /lyige laile.

each came

( litou), lile rev iyige\ .

among came each

v /
moxie laile.
some came

V 7
( litou), laile moxie.
among came some

V /
henduo laile.
many came

/:
(litou), laile
among came

yibaige lile.
100 came

/ -
b. Xiuesheng (litou), laile

student among came

B. Determiners

(85)a.
/

Xiuesheng
student

b. Xiueshgng
student

C. Adjectives

7 /
nixie laile.
those came

-
hv enduo.

many

/
yibaige.
100

(litou), laile
among came those

34

'Each of the students came.'

'As for the students, each of

. them came.'

. /
(86)a. Xluesheng tsungmingde laile.

student intelligent came

/ / !
b. Xiueshing (litou), laile tsungmtngde.

student among came intelligent

D. Measure Phrases

/ \
(87)a. Xiueshong ersha.suldade

student 20-year-old

/
b. Xiuesheng

student

E. Relative Clauses

laile.

came

(litou), laile ershisuidade.
among came 20-year-old

/ .

(88)a. Xiuesheng dal
student wear

V
yianjing de laile.

glasses rel. came

'Some of the students came.'

'As for the students, some of
them came.'

'Many of the students cane.'

'As for the students, many of
them came.'

'One hundred of the students

came.'

'As the students, one
hundred of them came.'

'Those students came.'

'As for the students, these

came.'

'The intelligent students came.'

'As for the students, the
intelligent ones came.'

'The 20-year-old students
came.'

'As for the students, the
20-year-old ones came.'

.The students who wear

glasses came.'

'As for the students,
the one who wear glasses
daze.'

b.
/ -

Xiueshehg (litou), laile yianjing de.

student among came wear glasses rel.

36
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3.2. Tai's Analysis

In Tai (1973) it is proposed that sentences like (80b)-(88b) can be related

to (80a)-(88a) by what he called NP-V inversion transformation. He proposes

that sentence (80b) has the following structure:

(89) s

/ \
xiuesheng qivanbu lgile
student all came

Then (80b) can be derived from (89) by undergoing the NP-V inversion transfor-

mation which is schematized as in the following derivation:

(90) s

IP V

/ - / \
xiuesheng qivanbu laile

student all came

NP

xiueshag laile
student came

NP

M

qivanbu
all

Tai's analysis is unjustified, because, as I have argued earlier, it

treats nominal modifiers as part of the VP although they are closely related

to the nouns they modify. The result of this is that the modifiers are

associated with the VP in the underlying structure, causing problems in

explaining the semantic relation between the NP in subject position and

the modifier in VP.

3.3. Li and Thompson's Analysis

Li and Thompson (1974) suggests that sentences such as olow is derived directly

by phrase structure rule in the base-component with a structure as shown in

(91):
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(91)

NP

xiues/ heng

student

NP

M

laile givanbu
came all

The problem in this analysis, again, is that it would complicate the

grammar if the nominal modifiers were to be analyzed as part of the VP

constituent in the underlying structure. Below is one argument against such an

analysis.

In general the negative adverb bu 'not' is placed before a verb which is

followed by a noun. For example:

V v
(92)a. Max xihwan pingguo.

like apple

v
b. Max bu xihwan pingguo.

not like apple

'Max likes apple.'

'Max does not like apple.'

Consider sentences (80b)-(88b). If nominal modifiers in these sentences

were to be analyzed as part of the VP constituent, then their negative counter-

parts should be exactly the same as (92). However, the situation in these

sentences is different. For example, the negative counterparts of sentences

(80b) and (88b) are not (93a) and (94a), but rather (93b) and (94b) respectively.

(93)a. 'Xiuesheng
student

.
b. Xluesheng

student

(94)a. 'Xiuesheng
student

/
b. Xluesheng

student

/
bu qivanbu.
not came A.1

'All of the students did not
come.'

/ N
bu qivanbu laile.
not all came

bu laile dai yianjing de.
not came wear glasses rel.

v
bu
/

da\i yianjing de laile.
not wear glasses rel. came

'The students who did not
wear glasses came.'

On the one hand, the acceptability of (93b) and (94b) clearly indicates

that the nominal modifiers in these sentences are closely related to nouns with
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which they are associated. On the other hand, the unacceptability of (93a) and

(94a) indicates that nominal modifiers in these sentences cannot be analyzed as

part of the VP constituent. The argument is that, if the modifiers in these

sentences were to be analyzed in the VP constituent in underlying structure,

then the complication involved with the placement of the adverb bU 'not' will

result, namely the modifier must be preposed next to the noun with which they

\
are associated before the bu is placed before the verb in order to derive

(93b)-(94b). To accomplish that a rule that moves the modifiers to a preverbal

position is eventually needed just in case b\z occurs before the verb. Li and

Thompson's treatment is not desirable because it would complicate the grammar

by introducing new rules.

3.4. Modifier Postposing Transformation

Another way to account for (80b)-(88b) is by assuming that there is a

modifier postposing rule in Chinese that moves modifiers out of the NP's with

which they are associated to a postverbal position. For example, sentence

(80b) will have the following derivation:

(95)

VP VP

\
T I

A1

xiuesheng qivanbu laile xiueshe...... ng laile qivanbu

student all came student came all

The problem in this analysis concerns the placement of the modifiers.

Consider the rule of modifier postposing which moves modifiers to a post verbal

position. If such a rule is built into the grammar of Chinese and if we allow

it to apply freely, then the difficulty confronting us is that there is no way

to prevent nominal mod.l.fiers, and quantifiers in particular, from moving to

an improper position, thereby conveying different semantic interpretations.
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Consider the following sentences:

(96)a. Xiuesheng qidanhil

student all

b. Xiue/ sheng, dile

student bought

maile
bought book

qidanhil

all book

38 .

'All of the students
bought books.'

'The students bought all
of the books.'

Sentence (96b) is a perfectly good Chinese sentence and it could be derived

by the application of the rule of modifier postposing. That is, if we allow

modifier postposing to apply freely, then this rule could convert (96a) into

(96b). The fact is that (96a) is not synonymous with (96b) as we can see in

the English translation. They differ in meaning because in (96a) modifier

modifies the subject, and in (96b) modifier modifies the object. For example,

(96a) has the reading: All of the students bought the books; while (96b) has

the reading: The students bought all of the books. Another set of sentences

which could be generated by the modifier postposing transformation are found in

the following:

_
(97)a. ha/ iz he tang.

short boy drink soup

b. Haiz he ai tang.

boy drink short soup

'The short boy eats the soup.'

There are two alternatives that can be used as a blocking device to

constrain the proposed modifier postposing transformation so that only well-

formed sentences can be generated. On the one hand, we can prevent cases like

(96b) and (97b) from being generated by constraining the modifier postposing rule

in the following fashion:

(98) N M
LP

X V Y
11=18. GEM

1 0 3 4 2 5

1 2 3 4 5

Condition: Y g NP

The solution above is not a desirable one because it would rule out perfectly

acceptable sentences such as (96b). The other posibility is that we can account

for cases such as (96b) and (97b) by positing a perceptual constraint as in (99):
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(99) Associate a nominal modifier with the nearest possible NP.

What (99) claits is that there is a general tendency that in Chinese a nominal

modifier tends to modify the nearest possible NP. The function of this constraint

is to provide an account for the improper placement of nominal modifier in casei,

like (96b) and.semantic anomaly' in cases like (97b). Now let us take a

closer look at how cases such as (96b) and (97b) can be accounted for by the

proposed Constraint as in (99). One way to explain why (96b) should not

be derived from (96a) through a rule of modifier posposing as in (98) is to

say that if, it so derived it would convey a different semantic interpretation

according to (99). This mea-s that (96b) must be interpreted as: The students

bought all of the books but not All of the students bought the books according

to (99). What this demonstrates is that (96b) cannot be derived from (96a)

through a rule of modifier postposing. Rather, it would be derived from

different structure. Similarly we can explain the semantic anomaly of (97h)

by saying if it is so derived it would violate the constraint as in (99).

The fact that (97b) is semantic anomalous is because there is no

semantic compatibility between the nominal modifier a
V
i 'short' and

the noun tang 'scup'. Therefore, .i 'short' cannot be interpreted

as the modifier modifying tang 'soup' although the tang 'soup' is the nearest

NP. This alternative is more desirable over the first one because the

proposed perceptual constraint as in (99) provides a nice functional explanation

for sentences such as (96b) and (97b).
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4. Discontinuous Nominal Modifier$

Consider the following sentences:

1 /
(100) Dand

N
ige xiudshEng;(1Ytou) _NP bailer wuShige.]

NP
300 student, among came 50

Out of the three hundred students, fofty came.'

[- \ . , - ! %.,

(101) Neixie xluesheng (ittou) 1 laile rdli yianjing de..11
NP-VP

those student among came wear glasses rel.
'Out of those students, the ones who wear glasses came.'

(102) 514igu6 wilshl zh-ou (l'tou) ] 1NP Max dibguo [ bil zh6U...114
P

U.S. 50 state among have been 8 state

'Out of the fifty states of U.S., Max has been to eight of them.'

(103) [iS/147g xiusheng Clitou) :LP Max rnsha. [ ltangg. iNp

17 student among know 2

'Out of the seventeen students, Max knows two of them.'

One property that characterizes the above sentences is that in these

sentences the two nominal expressions separated by the verb denotes a set versus

subset relation. The first bracketed NP denotes a total set that greater

than that of the second bracketed NP. Another property exhibited by these

sentences is that the NP denoting the universe set or the whole cannot be

interchanged with the NP denoting the subset or the part. That is, interchanging

the two bracketed NPs would make the sentences unacceptable. For example, the

following sentences Are unacceptable:

(104) Washi/.ge xiusheng (litou) lalle
50 student among came 300

(105) zhEu (litou) Max cloglio MelgtiO wdshi zh6u.
8 state among have been U.S. 50 state.

(106) LiAngge xiuesheng (litou) Max renshie. st4clEg.

2 student among know 17

4.1. Li and Thompson's Analysis

Li and Thompson (1974) proposes that sentences such as (100) has

an underlying structure as shown in (107):
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(107) ____,___-S-_______

----
P -----VP.

---- ----,

14 V NP
I

M

1

xiuesheng laile wttsh(ge

student came 50

What (107) claims is that sentences whose NP containing discontinuous modifiers

such as (100)-(103) are directly derived by phrase structure rules in the base

component.

One major problem in this analysis is that it fails to provide an account

for the systematic relationship among transformationa4y relateciSentences. That

is, this analysis provides no explanation for how sentences (103)-(106) can be

related to their synonymous counterparts as shown below:

(108) Sinbige xiuesheng ( litou), wicshf.ge laile.

300 student among 50 came

vf
(109) Neixie xiuesheng (litou) dal yianjing de 1.411e.

those student among wear glasses rel. came

'Out of those students, the ones who wear glasses came.'

v. / /
(110) Max daiogUO Meiguo wushi zh-ou (litou) bii zhOu.

have been U.S. 50 state among 8 state

'Out of the fifty states of the U.S., Max has been eight of them.'

(111) Max renshi shfciige xiuesheng (litou) lingge.
know 17 student among two

'Out of the seventeen students Max knows two of them.'

Here, sentences (100)-(103) are synonymous with (108)-(111) respectively and

these sentences should be derived from a common source. This analysis is

inadequate because it fails to explicate such relationship among these systematic

related sentences. Another factor arguing against this analysis is that there

is a strong evidence showing that the second modifier must be associated with

the first modifier, but not with the VP in the underlying structure.

Consider the following sentences:

'Out of the three
students, fifty came.'
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\ . v \ / \ Ni s
(112)a. *Neixie xiuesheng .(litou) bu laile dai yianjing de.

those student among not came wear glasses rel.

'Those students who wear glasses did not come.'

b. Naxie xiuesheng (litou) di yl.njIng de 11 laile.

those student among wear glasses rel. not came

\ . V \, \ v N
(113)a. Shigige xiuesheng Clitou) Max bu renshi liangge.

17 student among not know two
'Out of the seventeen students Max does not know two.'

Ni \ \
b. Shigige xiu4SKing

(liv
tou) liangge Max bu renshi.

17 ts:udent among two not know

Note that the negative counterparts of (101) and (103) are 11 b) and (113b)

respectively, but not (112a) and (113a). This means that the second modifiers

in these sentences are closely related to the first modifier of the first

bracketed NP, but not to the VP constituent. This demonstrates that the second

nominal modifiers in sentences such as (100)-(103) should not be analyzed as

part of the VP in underlying structure. The argument is that, if the second

modifiers in these sentences were to be introduced as part of the VP, then

the complication involved with the placement of adverbs such as bu 'not'

For example, in order to derive (112b)-(113b), but to block (112a)-(113a),

the second modir:iers must be preposed next to the nouns with which they are

associated before the adverbs are placed before the verb, thereby complicating

the grammar.

4.3. Discontinuous Modifiers and Topicalizatioi

Based on the fact that sentences whose NiScontaining discontinuous

nominal modifiers are closely related to the nouns, the f.kt that sentences

(100)-(103) are transformationally related to sentences such as (108)-(111),

and the fact that (100)-(103) are topicalized sentences, I propose that

sentences like (100) has the following underlying structure:

4
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( 114 )
__-----

Top

I

NP

NP S

VP

v \ v I ( /
Xiushghg sanbaige xiueshelg wushige laile

student 300 student 50 came

To derive (100) from (114), two transformations are needed. First, a rule

7
deletes the repeated element - xiuesheng 'student' in S

2.
Second, the modifier

postposing moves the M of S
2

to a postverbal position yielding the correct

surface form of (100)

There are two factors arguing for this analysis.._ First, it provides an

explicit account of the semantic relationship between the topic and comment

as exhibited by sentences such as (100)-(103). Second, it provides a nice

common source for all the transformationally related sentences. For example,

we can derive (108) from (114) simply by applying the rule that deletes the

repeated element to NP of S2, namely the rule deletes xiuesheng of S2 yielding

the correct surface form of (108).

5. Conclusion

This paper has been an attempt to argue against a M-N sequence, but for a

N-M sequence as the underlying order for a modified NP in Chinese. The argument

has been twofold: on the one hand, it has been demonstrated that various

surface patterns of NP's containing more than one modifier cannot be adequately

accounted for within the M-N hypothesis, since it complicates the grammatical

description by requiring a set of complex constraints on the rule of M-N

inversion; on the other hand, it has been shown that such patterns can best

be accounted for within the N-M hypothesis, since it simplifies the grammatical
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description by constraining the rule of N.4.1 inversion in such a way that it can

apply to any NP, either a higher one, or a lower one, but only once within

the domain of a possible complex NP.

It has also been demonstrated in this study that nominal modifiers in

preverbal or postverbal position are not part of the VP constituent, but rather

as part of the NP with which they are associated. It has been first shown

that such modifiers cannot be adequately accounted for by way of phrase

structure rules, since there is no significant syntactic and semantic evidence

in support of such a hypothesis. It has also been shown in this section that

such modifiers cannot be adequately accounted for by the application of the

proposed modifier postposing transformation alone. Rather, a perceptual

constraint in Chinese which states that associate a modifier to the nearest

possible NP must be implemented into the grammar so that semantic anomaly

and the improper placement of nominal modifiers can be nicely explained.
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FOOTNOTES

I am grateful to Professors Gilles Fauconnier, James Heringer, and
Masayoshi Shibatani for their comments on an earlier version of this paper.

1
The term 'complex NP' here is defined as it refers to cases where a noun

is modified by more than one nominal modifiers (e.g. quantifiers, determiners,
adjectives, measure phrase, relative clause, etc.)

2
Notice that one property characterizes the Chinese double nominative

construction is that the second nominative is always referring to inalienable
possessions or body parts. Some examples:

/
(1) a. Max ya tengle. 'Max has a toothache.'

tooth painful

b. Max ya
/

bu tengle.
tooth not painful

c. Max bu ya tengle.
not tooth painful

(2) a. Max jiao suanle. 'Max's feet become sore.'

foot sore,

'Max does not have a toothache.'

b. Max jiao bu

foot not sore

c. Max bu jiao suanle.

not foot sore

(3) a. Max tuei male.
leg numb

b. Max tuei bu male.
leg not numb

c. Max bu tue1 i male.

'Max's feet do not become sore.'

'Max's legs become numb.'

'Max's legs do not become numb.'

The sentences above seem to constitute further evidence against analyzing
sentences such as (54 -(62 as double nominatives.

3
The structure (79) is interpreted as the underlying structure for all

the topicalized sentences in Chinese. That is, in the base component, we have
the following expensions:

(1) s

(2) NP

NP + VP

Top + NP

( N + (H)

S
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